
Bad weather? Ride maintenance? Give guests a heads 

up in advance. Share live queue times so guests can 

choose the best time to ride and squeeze even more 

action into their day. 

Help guests beat the lines on busy days and share 

exclusive offers for fast passes when waiting times are 

high. They can purchase instantly via the app to skip 

the queues. 


Help guests without the app keep on top of the 

queues by sharing ride waiting times to your on-site 

digital signage.

Keep guests updated Unlock new revenue streams Sync with digital signage
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Limit guest frustrations


Live Ride Updates
Counteract the leading cause of frustration in your guests journey by 
providing accurate ride updates that help guests beat the queues and 
squeeze more rides into their day. 


Our real-time ride updates sync with the app and your on-site digital signage 
to ensure all guests are kept in the know, while operators benefit from easy 
ride monitoring tools that enable proactive downtime management.



Monitor wait times, ride utilisation and more in the 

Attractions.io app management console and analyse 

feedback to identify sources of friction in the guest 

experience.


Identify low footfall areas and drive traffic to them by 

sending push notifications that encourage guests to 

take advantage of the smaller queue times. 

Notify guests of ride closures and set a custom status 

message to them informed. Plus alert your 

maintenance and engineering teams as soon as an 

issue is reported.

Convenient ride monitoring Influence guest behaviour Manage downtime proactively

Make data-driven decisions
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“The app has undoubtedly help boost guest satisfaction and added 
to the experience each guest receives when visiting the park. In 
particular being able to serve live queue times is not only offering 
important and useful information to our guests, but also helping 
improve the flow of visitors around the park."

Rob Griffiths, Head of Marketing, Paultons Park



How do live ride 
updates work? 
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1
Ride operators log into the app 
management console.

2
Add queue times, ride closures 
and custom status messages to 
give guests all the information 
they need to make the most of 
their day.

3
Guests see updates instantly, so 
they’ve always got up-to-date 
information to use when chooisng 
their next thrill.

4
Monitor the status of each ride 
from the app management 
console, including the current 
queue time and any planned 
downtime.

sales@attractions.io www.attractions.io Find us on LinkedinStill have questions about our live ride updates?                         

It’s really easy to get in touch to arrange a personalised demo: 

mailto:sales@attractions.io
http://www.attractions.io/demo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/attractions-io
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